Carbon fractions of tree tissues are a key component of forest carbon mass estimation. Several methods have been used to measure carbon fractions, yet no comprehensive comparison between methods has been performed. We found significant differences between carbon fractions derived from four sample preparation methods: oven-drying, vacuum desiccation, freeze-drying, and a new method that consisted of (i) not drying samples, (ii) cutting samples instead of grinding them, (iii) measuring carbon content of samples, (iv) oven-drying remaining sample material and (v) using mass measurements of remaining sample material before and after oven-drying to adjust measured carbon fraction values to an oven-dry basis (minimize the loss of carbon (MLC) method). Oven-drying, freeze-drying and vacuum desiccation resulted in lower average carbon fraction estimates than the MLC method, suggesting that they do not capture as much of the carbon present in tree tissues. Further analysis showed significant, though small, differences in carbon fractions between powdered samples and samples excised from tree core segments with a razor blade. Powdered samples were found to have lower carbon fractions than the excised samples, indicating that some carbon is lost when samples are powdered instead of cut. Utilization of the MLC method captured an average of 1.4% more carbon on an oven-drying basis than freeze-drying, the next best method. Additionally, when applied to different tree tissue types, these methods measured different volatile carbon fractions, indicating that studies attempting to quantify volatile carbon and total carbon fraction in trees should measure all tissue types present.
Introduction
Forest carbon sequestration and storage are important tools in mitigating climate change ( Hynynen et al. 2005 , Neilson et al. 2006 , Woodbury et al. 2007 , Skog 2008 , Fahey et al. 2010 , Malmsheimer et al. 2011 . Forests store large amounts of carbon in living biomass and managed forests are capable of producing long-lived timber products that store carbon for decades or longer ( Skog 2008 , Malmsheimer et al. 2011 , McKinley et al. 2011 . The distribution of carbon within trees, and within forest biomass, plays a critical role in forest ecosystem carbon cycling ( Litton et al. 2007) , and influences carbon estimation from the individual tree to global scales. The majority of studies that estimate forest carbon in trees typically multiply wood volume by a species-specific average wood density, and a carbon mass fraction of 50% (mass carbon/biomass) (e.g., Chave et al. 2009 ). Alternatively, studies may instead multiply measured biomass by the same 50% value (e.g., Houghton 2005 ). Bark, branch, root and foliar carbon masses are usually calculated as proportions of bole carbon, or more commonly, calculated from bole volume estimates using biomass expansion factors ( Brown 2002) . These individual tree carbon estimates are then summed up to the stand or forest scale depending on the analysis and the available data. The resulting forest carbon estimates are known to have significant uncertainties related to underlying variation in tree volume estimates ( Melson et al. 2011) , wood densities ( Chave et al. 2005 ) and carbon fractions ( Jones and O'Hara 2012) . Research into improving the accuracy of forest carbon estimation has focused primarily on
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Tree Physiology 36, [1177] [1178] [1179] [1180] [1181] [1182] [1183] [1184] [1185] [1186] [1187] [1188] [1189] improved estimation of wood volume in forests ( Brown 2002 , Melson et al. 2011 . In quantifying error in tree and forest carbon estimates, few studies have focused on intra-and interspecific variation in wood density ( Chave et al. 2005) , and even fewer have analyzed carbon fraction variation within and between trees ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003 , Bert and Danjon 2006 , Jones and O'Hara 2012 , Thomas and Martin 2012b .
Owing to the large amounts of biomass stored in forests, small changes to forest carbon fractions can lead to large changes in forest carbon mass estimates ( Jones and O'Hara 2012) . For example, an increase in the global wood carbon fraction from 50 to 51% would lead to a global carbon storage estimate that is ∼7 petagrams (Pg) higher than that estimated by Dixon et al. (1994) . This amount of carbon is equivalent to approximately half of the carbon stored in all forested areas in the continental USA ( Dixon et al. 1994 ). This sensitivity of forest carbon mass estimates to small changes in estimated carbon fractions requires that carbon fraction measurements be as accurate as possible in order to ensure accurate forest carbon estimates. Given the chemical complexity of tree tissues, carbon fraction measurements should be obtained for all tree tissue types to develop representative whole-tree carbon mass estimates.
Tree tissues are a complex mix of chemical compounds such as cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and a variety of nonstructural chemicals ( Kaar and Brink 1991, Schweingruber et al. 2008 ). All of these chemical compounds contain different amounts of carbon by mass ( Lamlom and Savidge 2006) . Therefore, variations in the proportions of these compounds at the cellular, tissue, tree or species level should lead to different carbon mass fractions. For example, cellulose is ∼42% carbon, and lignin between 63 and 72% carbon by mass; it would therefore be expected that trees with higher proportions of lignin, such as conifers, would have higher carbon fractions than angiosperms, which have lower relative proportions of lignin ( Savidge et al. 2000) . This expectation has been confirmed by studies that found higher average carbon fractions in conifers than in angiosperms ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003 , Thomas and Malczewski 2007 , Thomas and Martin 2012b ).
Significant differences in carbon fractions have also been measured between different tree species within the broader conifer and angiosperm groupings ( Elias and Potvin 2003 , Lamlom and Savidge 2003 , Thomas and Malczewski 2007 , Martin and Thomas 2011 , Jones and O'Hara 2012 . Some studies have found interspecific variation in carbon fractions between tree tissues including bark, foliage, root, bole, branch, sapwood and heartwood ( Bert and Danjon 2006 , Lamlom and Savidge 2006 , Peri et al. 2010 , de Aza et al. 2011 , Castaño-Santamaría and Bravo 2012 , Jones and O'Hara 2012 . Environmental factors can also lead to differences in measured carbon fractions of tree tissues within a species ( Elias and Potvin 2003, Lamlom and Savidge 2006) . Taken together, these studies illustrate that carbon mass fractions of tree tissues are the result of complex biophysical processes resulting in highly varied carbon fractions between tree species, individual trees and tree tissue types. This natural complexity argues for analyzing carbon fractions of every tree tissue type in order to derive representative whole-tree carbon fractions.
Carbon can be lost from tree tissues through volatilization of carbon-containing chemicals (e.g., α-pinene, methanol) or through metabolism within living plant cells. These potential pathways for carbon loss make the argument for a method of measuring carbon fractions in tree tissues that captures, to the greatest extent possible, the volatile and nonvolatile carbon fractions of living tree tissues. Based on the dataset from Thomas and Martin (2012b) , the majority of carbon fraction measurements from existing studies were derived using an oven-drying method of sample preparation, heating samples between 50 and 105 °C until weights were stabilized. This method accounts for 71% of the total carbon fraction measurements in the dataset. The next most common method, comprising 18% of the dataset, was freeze-drying, and the final method, comprising 11% of the dataset, was vacuum desiccation at ambient temperatures. All of the studies in the dataset utilized samples that had been ground to a powder. Although Lamlom and Savidge (2003) found that grinding samples to a fine consistency was important for lowering deviations between sample replicates, there has been no analysis to determine whether grinding samples results in the loss of carbon.
The oven-drying method is designed to remove water from tree tissues, and is most effective when performed at temperatures between 101 and 105 °C ( Williamson and Wiemann 2010) . Removing water from tree tissues allows for more consistent measurements of wood density or biomass as the amount of water in tree tissues is highly variable. Oven-drying works well in deriving wood density values that are highly correlated to other key functional traits such as mechanical support and water transport ( Chave et al. 2009 ). The majority of research into tree tissue biomass estimation uses oven-drying to remove moisture from sample tissues. To connect carbon fraction measurements to this larger body of biomass research, oven-dried samples must be used as a baseline method. However, the potential loss of carbon due to oven-drying should be measured before carbon fractions obtained with this method are used to estimate carbon mass in living trees.
Two alternative drying methods have been compared with oven-drying: freeze-drying and vacuum desiccation. The few studies ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003 , Thomas and Malczewski 2007 , Martin and Thomas 2011 , Jones and O'Hara 2012 ) that used these alternative methods for carbon fraction measurements found that oven-drying resulted in lower carbon fraction measurements than either freeze-drying or vacuum desiccation. The methods employed by these authors varied; Savidge (2003, 2006) utilized vacuum desiccation at ambient temperatures, Thomas and Malczewski (2007) utilized freeze-drying and Jones and O'Hara (2012) utilized repeated measurements of paired samples that were vacuum desiccated and then oven-dried. Estimated losses of volatile carbon ranged between 0.3 and 2.5% in vacuum-desiccated samples ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003) , 0.2 and 4.7% for freeze-dried samples ( Thomas and Martin 2012a) , and between 1.23 and 1.47% for repeated measurements of paired samples of coast redwood (Sequoia sempervirens (D. Don) Endl.) ( Jones and O'Hara 2012) . These studies also showed significant differences in volatile carbon fractions between species ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003 , Thomas and Malczewski 2007 , Thomas and Martin 2012b . Volatile carbon is known to be sensitive to high temperatures and low pressures. These factors vary by drying method and may be responsible for the loss of volatile compounds during oven-drying ( Thomas and Martin 2012b ) and freeze-drying ( Díaz-Maroto et al. 2002 , Abascal et al. 2005 . To date, no study has compared the performance of these alternative sample preparation methods with each other or across different tree tissue types. If volatile carbon is lost using the methods mentioned above, then an alternative method that does not lose carbon via the same mechanisms is necessary for accurate tree carbon fraction measurements.
This article compares measured carbon fractions of tree tissue samples from nine conifer species prepared using four methods: oven-drying, freeze-drying, vacuum desiccation and a method designed to minimize the loss of carbon (MLC). We use linear mixed effects (LME) modeling to analyze differences in equivalent carbon fractions from paired samples across the tested tree species, tissue types and preparation methods. To assess the potential loss of carbon due to grinding samples, we ran separate comparisons of freeze-dried powdered samples with freeze-dried samples cut with a razor. Our objectives were as follows:
(i) To determine whether there were significant differences in carbon fractions between four preparation methods: ovendrying, freeze-drying, vacuum desiccation and the MLC method.
(ii) To determine whether there was a significant loss of carbon due to grinding tree tissues vs cutting tissues into small pieces with a razor. (iii) To determine whether differences in methods were consistent across tissue types and species.
Materials and methods

Plot locations
Nine conifer tree species were sampled: sugar pine (Pinus 
Tissue sample collection and processing
A total of 370 cores were extracted from randomly sampled trees within each site. The only requirement for selection of sample trees was that they could be safely climbed, or cut down and cored. Cores were taken at breast height (1.37 m), base of live crown (HLC) and every 4 m within the live crown for each tree sampled. Extraction was performed using a 400-mm-long Haglöf 3-threaded increment borer (Haglof, Sweden) with a measured aperture of 5.15 mm. Immediately after extraction, cores were placed in clear plastic straws, sealed using adhesive tape, labeled with tree number and extraction height, then
Influence of preparation method on measured carbon fractions placed in a white plastic tube to reduce exposure to sunlight. The borer was cleaned between sample trees using a clean tissue paper and a silicon lubricant until the tissue paper showed no signs of staining from either tree residues or the lubricant. Sapwood of the core was determined by holding the straw up to the sun and marking the end of the translucent section of the core on the outside of the straw with a permanent marker. Cores were then placed in a cooler with ice for transportation back to the laboratory, and then placed in the lab freezer, which was maintained between −24 and −18 °C. A complete analysis of all cores was not possible due to the limitations on time and funding, and so a randomized subsample of cores was used to avoid introducing bias into the analysis. This process led to the selection of 56 cores, from 45 trees and all 9 species. These cores were separated into bark and stemwood for later carbon fraction analysis. The stemwood portions of these frozen cores were then cut with a razor into core segments of four or eight tree rings, and the tissue type (heartwood or sapwood) was recorded. The number of tree rings per segment depended on the average ring width, where very small average growth rings were segmented into eight ring segments and large average growth rings were segmented into four ring segments. This process ensured that enough mass was present in the segment for carbon analysis using multiple preparation methods. Foliage was collected in the field from 375 randomly sampled tree branches within the crowns of climbed trees. Proportional foliage subsamples were collected from each needle age class from each branch and placed in a small plastic resealable bag. A minimum of 100 needles were placed in each sample bag. When fewer than 100 needles existed on a branch, all needles were taken off the branch and placed in a bag. Foliage sample bags were placed on ice in the field and placed in a freezer once taken back to the laboratory. Twenty-one foliage samples were randomly selected for carbon fraction analysis from 12 different trees, representing 6 tree species.
Core segment preparation
Core segments from bark, sapwood and heartwood of the selected cores had the outermost portion removed with a razor blade in order to remove oxidized tissue and any possible contaminants from the exterior of the core. In the case of bark samples, where removing the external tissue was more difficult, the central portion of the bark was cut out and used for carbon analysis. For bark samples, there was typically less mass and so fewer methods could be applied to the bark sample material from a given core. This led to fewer overall bark samples compared with stemwood samples in the final analysis. Table 2 contains a summary of sample size data by various grouping categories.
Individual core segments were cut with a razor into pieces weighing ∼1 mg or less, and that material was placed into a sealed plastic sample tube labeled with core and segment ring numbers, and then placed back in the freezer. Foliage samples from individual branches were cut into pieces weighing ∼0.5 mg or less, and that material was placed into sealed sample tubes labeled with a unique branch ID number and then placed back in the freezer. For comparisons of carbon fractions between cut and powdered freeze-dried samples, the core segments were first cut in half. One half of the segment was then ground to a fine powder (particle size <0.3 mm) while still frozen following the methods in Jones and O'Hara (2012) , while the other half was cut with a razor into small pieces weighing ∼1 mg or less. The resulting material was then placed into separate sample tubes and labeled with unique core segment, or branch sample number along with information on whether the material had been ground or cut. The average (SD) mass of material in each sample tube by the method was: 71.5 (5.7) mg for oven-drying, 57.9 (6.0) mg for vacuum desiccation, 162.1 (18.9) mg for freeze-drying and 70.4 (6.6) mg for the MLC method.
Core segment material processing methods
The material contained within the sample tubes was then divided into subsample tubes, which were processed using one of the following methods: oven-drying, vacuum desiccation, freezedrying or placed back in the freezer without additional drying (MLC method). Oven-drying consisted of taking subsample material and drying it in a forced-air oven at 105 °C until weight stabilized, typically <48 h.
Vacuum desiccation took place in an airtight vacuum chamber (Bel-Art Scienceware, Wayne, NJ, USA, model F42010) containing an indicator silica gel as desiccant. The chamber experienced a small vacuum pressure from the loss of water vapor, and once a day this pressure was released by opening the stopcock. A small number of stemwood subsamples were taken from the chamber and weighed each day until weights stabilized using an Ohaus Analytical Plus balance model AP310 (Florham Park, NJ, USA), with a precision of 0.2 mg. Subsamples were found to reach stable weight within 1 week. This method is comparable to the method utilized by Lamlom and Savidge (2003, 2006) with the one exception that we did not apply any additional vacuum pressure to the system other than what naturally occurred due to the loss of water vapor. Freeze-dried subsamples were placed in a Labconco FreeZone 12 Freeze Dry System (Kansas City, MO, USA) for 1 week as this was deemed a long enough period of time to sufficiently dry such small samples. The MLC method samples were placed in a test tube, sealed and placed back in the freezer for later carbon analysis. To ensure that all samples were exposed to similar environmental conditions, the dried sample materials were also placed into separate test tubes, sealed and placed in the freezer after their respective drying treatments. The result of this process was identical to the parent material treated using the four methods described above, and a separate group of freeze-dried samples that were used to determine whether there was any difference in carbon fractions between cut samples paired with ground samples.
Carbon analysis
For subsamples from all methods described above, 3-5 mg of material from each subsample tube was weighed into a clean, dry tin capsule using a Mettler Toledo XPE26 micro-analytic balance (Columbus, OH, USA) with a calibrated precision of 0.004 mg. The tin capsules were crimped and placed into a Thermo Scientific MAS 200R autosampler (Waltham, MA, USA) attached to a CE Instruments Flash 2000 CHNS/O analyzer (Lakewood, NJ, USA) for the measurement of sample carbon mass using a modified Dumas method of flash combustion. The CHNS/O analyzer was calibrated between sample runs using acetanilide as the standard. Each sample run had a calibration curve R 2 of 0.999, or higher. An acetanilide standard weighing 1-3 mg was run every 10th sample to insure the accuracy of carbon fraction measurements. Immediately after removal of the 3-5 mg combustion samples from each of the subsample tubes, the weight of the remaining subsample material was recorded (M rem ). This remaining material was then placed in individual tins labeled with a unique sample ID, and dried in an oven at 105 °C until stable weight was achieved. This stable mass was then recorded as M OD . Carbon fractions of the combustion samples (C rem ) were determined by dividing the mass of carbon in the combustion sample by the total mass of the combustion sample. All measured carbon fractions were converted to oven-dry biomass equivalent carbon fractions (C c ) using the following equation:
If there is no difference in the proportion of carbon lost due to the particular method used, then the C c of a given sample (core segment, foliage or bark) would be the same for all methods. That is because the methods are applied to identical parent material. This design creates carbon fraction values that are on the same baseline moisture content and therefore directly comparable. This is a very similar approach to that used by Martin and Thomas (2011) in developing carbon conversion factors; however, our formulation is simpler and requires fewer calculations. In summary, the MLC method consisted of the following: (i) frozen sample material was cut into small 1 mg pieces; (ii) sample material was then placed into a test tube, sealed and placed back in the freezer; (iii) a 3-5 mg subsample was taken from the test tube to determine the carbon fraction of the sample (C rem ); (iv) the remaining material in the sample test tube was immediately weighed (M rem ) after the removal of the combustion sample and placed back into the sample test tube; (v) the remaining material in the test tube was oven-dried and weighed (M OD ); and (vi) C rem was then multiplied by the ratio of M rem to M OD in order to derive carbon conversion values as shown in Eq. (1). All other methods only differ from the MLC method in that the sample material from the other methods was dried prior to carbon fraction analysis.
Adjusting carbon fraction for dissolved carbon
Tree sap is known to contain small amounts of dissolved CO 2 , which could show up in carbon fraction mass measurements ( Teskey et al. 2008 ) when moisture is retained in sample material. All of the dried samples contained some residual moisture, and material from the MLC method retained most of the original moisture content. The moisture content was determined for each combustion sample by assuming that the volatile mass fraction in the remaining material was composed of water alone. Based on this assumption, the moisture fraction of the combustion samples can be determined by the following:
The concentration of dissolved carbon in all tree tissues was then determined using the equations in McGuire and Teskey (2002) , assuming a CO 2 concentration in the gas phase of 14%, a temperature of 25 °C and a sap pH of 7. The resulting concentration of CO 2 in tissue sap was then converted into a dissolved carbon mass estimate for each sample and subtracted from the respective sample C c values calculated in Eq. (1). These assumptions more than likely led to an overestimate of the amount of dissolved carbon found in the samples, making the treatment of all methods more conservative relative to the oven-drying method. This process led to slightly lower C c values, however, to try to account for the maximum potential dissolved carbon; these slightly lower C c values were used in all analyses. The MLC method C c values were reduced the most by this process as those samples had higher moisture content values overall.
Statistical analysis
An LME model (Eq. 2) was used to test for differences in carbon fractions (y i ) between the different methods, and to account for the unbalanced nested structure of the dataset. The fixed effects
Influence of preparation method on measured carbon fractions 1181 for Eq. (2) included a categorical variable that represented a tissue type within a given species (S ti ), and a categorical variable representing the four preparation methods (M j ). The data structure was organized as sample ID (m), within-core ID (l) and within-tree ID (k). For foliar samples, sample branch number was used in place of core ID. Random effects (ϕ klm ) were assigned to each level of the data structure using a compound symmetric correlation matrix. This model was used to estimate parameters for the method fixed effects (M j ) for the entire data set, after accounting for average values of the species-level tissue types (S ti ).
For comparisons between M j estimates within each tissue type, or within each species, the data were subset based on the specific tissue type (e.g., heartwood, needle) or species (e.g., Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine) of interest. This subset of data was then fit using Eq. (2). This analysis required replacing S ti in Eq. (2), with either a categorical variable representing tissue type (S t ) or species (S i ). All analyses were performed using the NLME package (version 3.1-118) ( Pinheiro et al. 2015) , in the R statistical platform ( R Development Core Team 2015) . Different variance structures were tested until normality of residuals and random effects was achieved. Statistical significance of differences between fixed effect parameters was determined using the multicomp (version 1.3-8) library in R with the Tukey highly significant differences (HSD) method to account for multiple comparisons. Summaries of sample size data can be found in Tables 1 and 2. A separate analysis was performed for the comparison of cut and powdered samples using Eq. (2) 
Results
Comparison of preparation methods across tissue types and species
The fixed effect parameter estimates for the MLC method were significantly higher than the parameter estimates for the other three preparation methods (Table 3) , indicating consistently higher carbon fraction (C c ) measurements using the MLC method compared with that of paired sample material prepared using other methods. The largest difference in method C c was 1.89 (0.14) between the MLC and oven-drying methods, and the smallest difference was 0.28 (0.19) between the freezedrying and vacuum desiccation methods. The differences between fixed effect parameter estimates for freeze-drying vs vacuum desiccation were not significant. Parameter estimates for freeze-drying and vacuum desiccation were significantly higher than parameter estimates for oven-drying, indicating higher C c fractions measured in samples of both of these methods relative to paired oven-drying samples. Significant differences in fixed effect parameter estimates were found between powdered and cut samples (Table 3) , with cut samples having higher average carbon fractions than the powdered samples by 0.32 (0.15). The ( ) R m 2 for the final LME model, fit to all data, was 0.74, while the conditional ( ) R c 2 was 0.77. The small difference in ( ) R c 2 and ( ) R m 2 values indicates only moderate improvement in overall model fit when accounting for random effects. A power of variance structure was determined to best model the heterogeneity of the data, with separate variances for each tissue type. All carbon fractions in Figure 1 
Comparison of preparation methods within tissue type
There were significant differences between fixed effect parameter estimates for methods within all tissue types (Table 4) . Parameter estimates for the MLC method were higher than all other methods within each tissue type tested, and significantly higher than all other methods within sapwood and heartwood. Higher parameter estimates reflect higher average carbon fractions for the MLC method compared with the other methods within each tissue type. The order of methods from lowest average C c to highest was oven-drying, vacuum desiccation, freeze-drying and MLC. The significance of these differences varied by tissue type. For example, average C c values for freeze-drying was significantly higher than vacuum desiccation within sapwood but not within heartwood, and MLC values were significantly higher than all other methods within heartwood and sapwood but not within bark.
Comparison of preparation methods within species
Differences between fixed effect parameter estimates for a given method compared with the oven-drying method are illustrated in Table 5 . The values in this table are equivalent to average volatile carbon mass fraction of the different methods adjusted to oven-dry mass weights. The MLC method parameter estimates are significantly higher than estimates for the ovendrying method for all species, and higher than both the freezedrying and vacuum desiccation methods for all species.
Differences ranged from 1.01 (0.13) to 1.86 (1.04) for MLC, 0.11 (0.08) to 1.25 (0.46) for freeze-drying and −0.30 (0.49) to 1.20 (0.28) for vacuum desiccation. Parameter estimates for the freeze-drying method were higher than the estimates of the oven-drying method for all species and significantly higher for all species except Jeffrey pine, incense-cedar and red fir. Parameter estimates for the vacuum desiccation method were lower than the estimates of the oven-drying method for sugar pine, although not significantly different. For all other species, parameter estimates for the vacuum desiccation method were higher than estimates for the oven-drying method, and significantly higher for incense-cedar, Jeffrey pine, ponderosa pine and red fir. The overall trend is for higher volatile carbon fractions to be measured by the MLC method, followed by the freeze-drying method, then the vacuum desiccation method and finally the oven-drying method.
Mean carbon fraction
Mean carbon fraction values for the methods by tissue type (bottom row of Figure 1 ) tended to follow the results of the fixed effects testing with higher mean values for the MLC method and lower mean values for the oven-drying method within tissue types. The upper row of Figure 1 shows that mean bark carbon fraction values were higher than heartwood and foliage, which are approximately equal, while sapwood showed the lowest carbon fractions. Of the four tissue types, bark had the largest 95% confidence intervals, indicated by the larger size of the shaded area around the mean value in the bottom row of Figure 1 . This larger confidence interval for bark is due to high variability in bark samples, as indicated by the greater vertical spread between observations shown in the upper row of Figure 1 . Mean values for species C c (Table 6 ) ranged from a low of 49.58 (0.33%) for oven-dried white fir tissues to a high of 54.42 (0.38%) for giant sequoia processed by the MLC method. Standard errors were generally largest for the MLC and vacuum-desiccated samples and lowest for oven-dried samples. For every species, the order of average C c values from lowest to highest was: oven-drying, vacuum desiccation, freeze-drying and MLC. 
Discussion
The significant differences between the tested methods are extremely important for the growing field of tree carbon analysis and its extension to tree, forest, landscape, regional and global scale carbon mass estimation. Our findings demonstrate that the MLC method more accurately represents carbon fraction in tree tissues in comparison with all other methods tested, and that carbon fractions in tree tissues are sensitive to a range of factors in addition to the effects of high heat from oven-drying determined by Lamlom and Savidge (2003) . Given the varying results in species mean level C c values in our study (Table 6 ) and in the literature Savidge 2003, Thomas and Martin 2012b) , it is possible that analyzing a different set of tree species could have led to different results. However, the findings of this study leave little doubt that there is a significant potential to underestimate carbon fractions using the most common preparation methods, including freeze-drying and vacuum desiccation.
Vacuum desiccation method
Vacuum-desiccated tree tissue samples have been shown to retain higher amounts of carbon compared with oven-dried samples Savidge 2003, Jones and O'Hara 2012) . Our study confirms this finding; however, we found somewhat lower average volatile carbon fractions (Table 5 ) than these two studies using the vacuum desiccation method in similar, or identical, tree species. Lamlom and Savidge (2003) found an average volatile fraction of ∼1% in eastern white pine (Pinus strobus L.), while this study found an average of ∼0.4% in the three pine species analyzed. The lower volatile fraction detected in our vacuum-desiccated samples is most likely due to inherent differences in volatile chemical composition of the species measured and, to a lesser extent, utilizing cut samples instead of powdered samples. We found that cut samples retained higher amounts of carbon compared with powdered samples, so our cut oven-dried samples may have retained higher amounts of volatile carbon compared with the powdered oven-dried samples used by Lamlom and Savidge (2003) . The difference in volatile carbon measured by Jones and O'Hara (2012) for coast redwood compared with that measured in this study is also likely due, in part, to utilizing cut samples instead of powdered. It is also possible there is an interaction between grinding samples and oven-drying that led to a greater loss of carbon in oven-dried samples from the Jones and O'Hara (2012) study than that which occurred in our study. This interaction effect was not directly tested in this study, as we only used freeze-dried samples for our cut vs powdered comparison, and the exact interaction effect is not known. The redwood cores used by Jones and O'Hara (2012) were also tested after only a week in the freezer, while our cores were in the freezer for up to a month, and it is possible some carbon loss occurred in frozen cores over time, thereby reducing the measurable carbon present in the samples for this study. Some of the difference could also be due to the adjustment made to account for the maximum potential dissolved carbon that might have been present in the samples.
The consistently poorer performance of vacuum desiccation compared with the MLC method is most easily attributable to the vacuum pressures the samples were exposed to, along with the samples being exposed to room temperature vs below freezing temperatures. Vacuum pressure applied to tree tissue samples at ambient temperatures may result in the loss of some carbon, though the amount of carbon loss would depend on the vapor pressures of the chemical constituents present in the material, the length of time the vacuum was applied and the vacuum pressure applied.
Freeze-drying method
Freeze-drying performed better in recovering carbon than either oven-drying or vacuum desiccation (Table 3) , and resulted in higher overall mean species C c values (Table 6 ). There is ample evidence that freeze-drying retains more of the carbon contained in wood samples than does oven-drying, although most of that evidence comes from only two articles Malczewski 2007, Martin and Thomas 2011) . The samples from both of these articles were compared with samples that were oven-dried at temperatures above 100 °C for 48 h, ensuring no residual moisture, though specific tests of residual moisture content were not performed prior to carbon analysis in either article. The combination of similar drying temperatures and times makes their findings comparable to our findings in comparing the oven-drying with freeze-drying methods, although Thomas and Malczewski (2007) did not adjust their freeze-dry carbon fractions to an oven-dry basis as the Martin and Thomas (2011) article did. The average difference in carbon fractions between freeze-drying and oven-drying found in the referenced papers was ∼2%. The difference between freeze-drying and oven-drying found in our study was ∼0.8% (Table 3) . The disparity between our findings and those of the referenced studies can be partially explained by the 0.32% difference in carbon fractions between cut samples and powdered samples (Table 3 ). The remaining difference is most likely related to the different species measured between studies, as species are known to have different volatile carbon fractions ( Thomas and Martin 2012b) , and within our study, volatile carbon (Table 5 ) and mean carbon (Table 6 ) by species ranged significantly.
Additionally, the studies that utilized freeze-dried samples only tested sapwood tissues Malczewski 2007, Martin and Thomas 2011) . Our analysis shows that sapwood displayed a higher potential loss of carbon than either bark or heartwood (Table 4) , as measured by differences between the MLC method and the oven-drying method. Our findings may, therefore, be more representative of the average volatile carbon fraction for conifer tissues than the findings of Thomas and Influence of preparation method on measured carbon fractions 1185 Malczewski (2007) or Thomas and Martin (2011) . Our paired sample analysis of methods demonstrates that freeze-drying may not be suitable for all tree species or tissues types if the desired goal is to accurately measure the carbon fractions of fresh tree tissues. Freeze-drying has been shown to result in the loss of volatile carbon in tree foliage ( Díaz-Maroto et al. 2002) , and this effect would likely affect all other tree tissues containing volatile carbon compounds ( Abascal et al. 2005) .
Minimize the loss of carbon method
The MLC method significantly outperformed all other methods ( Table 3 ). The MLC method captured an additional carbon fraction of 1.10% compared with the next best method: freezedrying. Compared with oven-drying, the most widely used preparation method, the MLC method, captured an additional carbon fraction of 1.89% ( Table 3 ). Given that cut samples also showed improvements in carbon fraction measurements of 0.32% (Table 3) , the net improvement in the MLC method vs the most commonly used method, oven-drying of powdered samples, is 2.21%. This is a very important difference as it represents a potential systematic bias in the majority of available data on carbon fractions. This improvement in carbon fraction estimation is equivalent to 'finding' an additional 16 Pg of carbon within forest vegetation at a global scale, assuming an estimate of global carbon of 359 Pg using a carbon fraction of 50% ( Dixon et al. 1994) . As a note of caution, however, it is not advisable to take the fixed effect parameter estimates from our analysis and use them to adjust existing carbon fraction measurements, as this would ignore the significant variability in volatile carbon fractions that exist within different tree species and tissue types, and the highly variable methods used in the literature to date. Instead, our findings make a strong argument for developing a standardized method for carbon fraction analysis within tree tissues along the lines of the MLC method, which could be incorporated into standardized methods of trait collection ( Pérez-Harguindeguy et al. 2013) . It should also be noted that the MLC method requires less equipment than freeze-drying or vacuum desiccation, which could reduce overall costs of carbon fraction analysis significantly compared with freeze-drying and vacuum desiccation.
Cutting vs grinding
Grinding samples to a powder has been the primary method of preparing tree tissue samples for carbon fraction analysis. Every study in the Thomas and Martin (2012b) review that described how samples were prepared used powdered samples. The primary purpose for grinding samples into a fine powder was to reduce the observed variation between repeated measurements for some species ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003) . Grinding tissue samples to a well-mixed powder should result in material with equal proportions of chemical constituents (lignin/cellulose, etc.) to the source material. Cut core pieces that have representative proportions of early and latewood, and contain complete ring segments, should also contain equal proportions of chemical constituents to the source material. Cut core pieces can therefore be as effective at capturing representative proportions of tree chemical compounds as powdered samples if careful attention is paid to the dissection process. Cut samples are also much easier and faster to obtain than putting samples through a ball mill or other grinding equipment.
Loss of volatile carbon is significantly influenced by the surface area of the volatile material in question ( Guo and Murray 2000) . This relationship between volatilization and surface area is the likely explanation for our finding that powdered samples have significantly lower carbon conversion fractions than cut samples, as the surface area of sample material is much greater when that material is ground to a powder than when left in larger pieces. The comparison of cut vs powdered samples used freeze-drying only in preparing the sample material; had we used the MLC method for the comparison it is possible that the difference detected would have been larger, as the samples would have had a greater amount of carbon present in them to begin with. Interactions between sample particle size, drying method and carbon losses should be considered when designing carbon fraction measurement methodologies in order to ensure that this potential source of carbon loss is accounted for.
Tissue carbon fractions
Measuring carbon fractions of different tree tissues is necessary for identifying the sources of variation in carbon fraction within trees. This variability is apparent in the carbon fractions shown in Figure 1 , and in the variability of volatile carbon fractions illustrated in Table 4 . Comparing the MLC method with the ovendrying method indicates that there was a greater amount of volatile carbon present in sapwood than in heartwood or bark ( Table 4 ). Given that the majority of volatile carbon fraction data comes from one study that looked at freeze-dried sapwood samples ( Martin and Thomas 2011) , further investigation is needed to more fully describe the volatile component of whole-tree carbon fractions.
Our data demonstrated different mean carbon fractions between tissue types (Figure 1) , with higher average carbon fractions in bark tissue, followed by heartwood and foliage and then sapwood. This is not the general trend reported in Thomas and Martin (2012b) , which found a one-to-one relationship between bark and stem carbon fractions in their meta-analysis of tree carbon data. The reported one-to-one relationship is likely due to pooling data from angiosperms and conifers, and using simple linear regressions on the resulting pooled data. Interestingly, some of the studies in the Thomas and Martin (2012b) review reported higher carbon fractions for bark than stemwood within a species ( Laiho and Laine 1997, Tolunay 2009 ), demonstrating the importance of using paired samples when analyzing the relationship between tree tissue-type carbon fractions within a species. In a more recent study, Martin et al. (2015) also found significant differences between tissues within a species. Given that bark tissue has a higher lignin content than stemwood ( Harkin and Rowe 1971) , and lignin has a higher carbon fraction than cellulose ( Lamlom and Savidge 2003) , our findings that bark has higher average carbon fractions than stemwood are not surprising, though this higher carbon fraction in bark is not generalizable based on the findings of Martin et al. (2015) . We believe that many tree species will demonstrate differences in carbon fractions between tissue types when analyzed directly rather than the utilizing the type of pooled data meta-analysis performed by Thomas and Martin (2012b) .
Species-and tissue-level volatile carbon fractions
The species sampled in this study showed a large amount of variability in their volatile carbon fractions (Table 5) , and in their mean carbon fractions as measured by a particular method (Table 6 ). The analysis reflected in these numbers is somewhat different than the analysis performed on the entire dataset (Table 3) as samples within a species are more likely to be unbalanced with respect to tree tissue types than was the analysis for the entire dataset. Given the variability in volatile carbon fraction between tissue types, this imbalance in data could lead to average volatile carbon fraction estimates that are more representative of the balance of tissue types represented in the samples than of a species-level average. The species data do demonstrate the general trend of higher levels of carbon fractions measured by the MLC method than all other methods and the variability in volatile carbon fractions between species.
The variety of methods utilized to measure carbon fractions in the literature result in different estimates of species-specific carbon fractions between studies that are not necessarily comparable. For example, there are two reported carbon fraction values reported for Manchurian walnut (Juglans mandshurica Maxim.) Malczewski 2007, Zhang et al. 2009 ). Thomas and Malczewski (2007) reported a carbon fraction of 48.36% from sapwood samples that were freeze-dried, while Zhang et al. (2009) reported 52.8% from stemwood that was ovendried at 70 °C without specifying the proportion of sapwood and heartwood. Without knowing what effect the different methods have on carbon fractions, or what tissue types are represented in the carbon fraction samples, there is no way to tell whether the discrepancy between these studies is due to the balance of tissue types, regional differences in population genetics or simply due to the different methods employed.
Applying carbon fractions to existing biomass data
Adjusting carbon fractions to oven-dry weights allows for easy conversion of oven-dry wood density to carbon density (mass carbon per unit volume) inclusive of the volatile carbon fraction retained by a particular method (freeze-drying, MLC, etc.). Carbon density can be used to easily convert wood volume to carbon mass. To ensure that the correct carbon density is calculated, wood density data must be derived from material that has been oven-dried at the same temperature and for the same duration as the material used to calculate the carbon fraction conversion (C c ) values. Unfortunately, there is a great deal of variability in the temperatures and drying times used to oven-dry material for carbon fraction and wood density analysis. Most studies have used oven-drying temperatures of either 70 or 105 °C for carbon fraction analysis ( Thomas and Martin 2012a) , and various temperatures for wood density analysis ( Williamson and Wiemann 2010) . One approach that could be used to obtain carbon fraction values that are compatible with existing wood density data would be to use our MLC method to obtain carbon fraction measurements, record the stable mass of the residual wood tissue sample after oven-drying at 70 °C, then continue to dry the sample at 105 °C and record the new stable mass. The oven-dried mass results could then be used as given in Eq. (1) to obtain the appropriate C c values for an oven-dry mass basis of 70 or 105 °C. These temperatures represent the plurality of temperatures used to obtain carbon fraction values from the oven-drying method in the literature (70 °C), and the suggested drying temperature for wood density samples (105 °C) ( Williamson and Wiemann 2010) . This approach could be used to place carbon fractions from different studies on the same baseline moisture content and allow for more meaningful comparisons of carbon fractions between studies.
Method improvements
An ideal sampling method for tree tissue carbon fraction analysis would leave little room for volatilization of carbon compounds, similar to the MLC method employed in this study. Minimizing the loss of volatile carbon likely requires cooling samples as soon as they are collected, ensuring that they are not exposed to vacuum pressures, and cutting samples rather than grinding them to a fine powder. Where low temperature storage is not quickly available, a pressurized pre-chilled chamber could be utilized to store tree cores and foliage until they can be placed in a freezer. Although it may be impossible to completely prevent the loss of volatile carbon, it is important to attempt to reduce losses in order to capture the greatest amount of carbon stored in living tree tissues. Any future study designed to improve the accuracy of carbon fraction estimates in tree tissues must ensure that the methodology captures the greatest amount of carbon possible.
Conclusion
The primary methods that have been used to measure tree carbon fractions have likely underestimated the total carbon present in tree tissues. Failure to account for inherent problems with existing methods could result in systematically underestimating tree carbon fractions by 1.1% (0.15) to 1.89% (0.14), equivalent to a Influence of preparation method on measured carbon fractions 1187 coefficient of variation of 2.2-3.78%, respectively, for the commonly used global carbon fraction of 0.5. We found a great deal of variability in volatile carbon fractions between species, between tissue types within species and between methods used, leading to the conclusion that studies into carbon fractions must account for these sources of variation in order for meaningful comparisons of carbon fractions to be performed.
